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From the 1500s to the present, different voices and perspectives of men and women--Indian, Mexican, Spanish, Texan, and American--recount the history of the Alamo and its region.
Follows the birth, growth, and development of a dragonfly from its birth in an upstate New York swamp through its travels to Florida to fertilize eggs.
Bang up to date with the new EYFS this exciting series of books helps practitioners working with 3-5 year olds integrate the newly proposed 7 areas of learning and 19 aspects into their planning and day to
day activity. Owing to the fun, practical nature of the activities it is suitable for a wide range of setting, including schools, pre-schools, childminders and nurseries. Through the topic-based approach children
will be involved in playing and exploring, active learning and creating and thinking critically. Each book contains six weeks of highly detailed planning with an activity for each specific area of learning. A unique
feature of the series is the differentiation - activities are pitched at expected, emerging and exceeding levels so the practitioner can meet the needs of all the children in her setting.
Ten short stories about dragons are selected from several books of fairy tales by Andrew Lang. These tales are designed to be fascinating reading for young children. The tales are: (1) The Prince and the
Dragon, (2) Shepherd Paul, (3) How the Dragon was Tricked, (4) The Dragon of the North, (5) The Dragon and His Grandmother, (6) The Frog and the Lion Fairy, (7) The Story of Sigurd, (8) The Nine PeaHens and the Golden Apples, (9) Stan Bolovan, and (10) The Fairy of the Dawn. Children have enjoyed reading these fairy tales for years and it is good to find them in one single volume.
A Bedtime Story for Kids Plus Coloring Book You Can Print at Home! The Silliest Dragon Goes to the Zoo continues the story told in the popular children’s book, The Silliest Dragon. This colorfully illustrated
tale tells of the wonders found at the zoo and which ones the silliest dragon likes most. This whimsical journey is a fun way to explore which animals are real and which are make believe, including: lions,
monkeys, crocodiles, chimpanzees, giraffes, and more. The silliest dragon has a message for boys, girls, and kids at heart. The Silliest Dragon series also includes The Silliest Dragon Goes to School, which
shares the fun of going to school with younger readers. PDF Download is enabled for this illustrated children's book, making it possible to download and print the included coloring pages! Fans of the following
are known to enjoy The Silliest Dragon: Dragons Love Tacos Cat in the Hat Little Golden Books Sesame Street Keywords related to this children’s book with dragons: Bedtime Stories, Books for Kids, Books
for Children, Comic Books, Graphic, Manga for Kids, Kids Books For Age 8 And Up, Kids Story Books For Ages 5, Bedtime Stories For Bad Little Children, Kids Books For Age 6, Children Story Books,
Children's Books, Bedtime Stories For Baby, Bedtime Stories For Girls
Realizing that his future lies in owning land, not just being free, a young man raised as a slave becomes a buffalo soldier--a member of an all-black cavalry regiment formed to protect white settlers from
Indians, bandits, and outlaws, and that later fought in the Spanish American War. Includes historical note.

This enchanting book delves into the history of folktales, or stories made up by peoples around the world to teach important values to their children. Traditional folktales from a variety of Native
American communities and distant countries such as India and Botswana are all presented to show the commonalities shared by such diverse cultures in their classic stories. Artwork and
paintings illustrate the tales, while textboxes explain important terms that are also defined in the glossary. As a part of the Common Core standards, understanding folktales is an essential skill
for students—one they can develop with the help of the narrative and examples herein.
On a very cold and cloudy planet far away, there lived a great magician. Although she was just a little girl, she was always very serious. One day, while she was practicing her magic, she
conjured a dragon from another world! Although the dragon was huge, he was not serious. The girl and the dragon were so different that they could hardly understand each other at first. But
they soon became inseparable. Would the new friends be able to bring the sunlight back to the freezing planet?
Tells the story of the events leading up to the 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor using first-hand historical narratives of those who witnessed the tragedy.
Author of the Magic Shop series and The Unicorn Chronicles, Coville has captured the imaginations of young readers for more than twenty years with tales of talking toads, Shakespearean
spouting skulls, and dragon hatchlings.
In this ethnographic case study the concept of the home drawing event was explored by examining the artistic activities of a particular child in his home environment for over a period of 21
months. The examination of children's drawing events is important to understand children's artistic development. Many scholars have studied home drawing events, but no one has explicitly
studied the meaning of drawing events in the home environment. Many studies have shown the importance of the home to children's general education. This work specifically extended the
general concept of the drawing event to the home environment. In order to study this event, a socio-cultural framework was used. For this study, an 8-year-old Korean boy named DV was
selected as the person of interest. He was temporarily living in the United States with his family while his mother obtained her degree. This transient child was selected in order to better
highlight differences in culture in the home environment. The child was observed in his home environment for 21 months. Over these 21 months, the researcher observed the child's creation of
a sequence of dragon drawings; this observation offered insights into the boy's home drawing event. The work was coded and analyzed in relation to his relationship with family members,
culture, and objects found in his home environment.Study findings pointed to the overwhelming influence of the home drawing event on the child's artistic development. The home drawing
event had no beginning or end. In fact, the home drawing event was an ongoing process that touched every aspect of his daily life. Additionally, his home drawing event fostered an
environment of experimentation and merging of ideas from his Asian culture and new western home. This merging was best represented in the hybridity between western and Asian dragon
styles in his drawings after western dragons were introduced into his U.S. home. Study findings will hopefully guide future work on the influences of the home drawing event.
This comprehensive compilation of entries documents the origins, transmissions, and transformations of Asian American folklore and folklife. * More than 600 entries * Contributions from more
than 170 expert contributors * Introductory essays covering disciplinary theories and methods in the study of folklore and folklife * An appendix of Asian American folktales
Even the youngest readers and writers in today’s classrooms can benefit enormously from engagement with a wide range of traditional and nontraditional texts. This teacher-friendly
handbook is packed with creative strategies for introducing K–3 students to fiction, poetry, and plays; informational texts; graphic novels; digital storytelling; Web-based and multimodal texts;
hip-hop; advertisements; math problems; and many other types of texts. Prominent authorities explain the research base underlying the book’s 23 complete lessons and provide practical
activities and assessments for promoting decoding, fluency, comprehension, and other key literacy skills. Snapshots of diverse classrooms bring the material to life; helpful reproducibles are
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included.
"Developed by literacy experts for students in grades three through seven, this book introduces young readers to the geography and culture of Vietnam"--Provided by publisher.
They are so different and so incredible together!Sleepy doesn't like to wake up in the morning. One night, when he gets lost in his dream, the boy finds himself on a magical planet where
seven dragon brothers live. Each of them has a unique talent and considers himself the boss. But only together can the brothers create a real miracle-the Rainbow Bridge to Earth. Can Sleepy
help mend the relationships between the naughty dragons and find his way back home?Let your kids enjoy funny journey and learn important life lesson!The book teaches them the value of
true friendship through amazing adventures!If you enjoy this book, I would appreciate it very much if you could spend a few minutes writing a review. It will help me continue with what I
consider my life's goal: creating interesting and useful books for children.
+60 incredible drawing of: DRAGON BALL SUPER + High quality images +Carefully selected + Suitable for children Large images perfect for beginners +60 image high quality illustrations
coloring books for ages 4-8 and 3-8 coloring books for toddlers ages 2-4, 1-3 Perfect gift for child FOR ADULTS ALSO -18 AND +18 BETWEEN EACH 2 colored SHEETS a white sheet to
protect the next colored drawing
Legends are a mirror of the culture that creates them, a revealing lens through which to observe society, religion, history, and traditions. This volume explores Vietnamese legends from 1321
to today—tales of gods, spirits, ghosts, giants, extraordinary individuals, heroes, common people, and animals. It explains the mores, thought processes, and religions that formed the genesis
of Vietnamese legends, traces the development of legends through time and space, and highlights the historical and social differences between northern and southern legends. Over time, this
work shows, Vietnamese legends have evolved from a 14th century means of government propaganda to become a form of news, entertainment, and thought for the masses.
Vietnamese folk tales retold for a modern audience. In poetry and literature the Vietnamese call themselves the "children of the dragon." Their oral tradition is a strong one and this volume
includes three of the familiar teaching tales told by the elders. Readers will learn how the tiger got his stripes, why there are monsoons, and the story of the Moon Festival.
The 3rd Edition of Literacy & Learning in the Content Areas helps readers build the knowledge, motivation, tools, and confidence they need as they integrate literacy into their middle and high school content
area classrooms. Its unique approach to teaching content area literacy actively engages preservice and practicing teachers in reading and writing and the very activities that they will use to teach literacy to
their own studentsin middle and high school classrooms . Rather than passively learning about strategies for incorporating content area literacy activities, readers get hands-on experience in such techniques
as mapping/webbing, anticipation guides, booktalks, class websites, and journal writing and reflection. Readers also learn how to integrate children's and young adult literature, primary sources, biographies,
essays, poetry, and online content, communities, and websites into their classrooms. Each chapter offers concrete teaching examples and practical suggestions to help make literacy relevant to students'
content area learning. Author Sharon Kane demonstrates how relevant reading, writing, speaking, listening, and visual learning activities can improve learning in content area subjects and at the same time
help readers meet national content knowledge standards and benchmarks.
A Study Guide for Ho Xuan Huang's "Spring-Watching Pavilion," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography;
study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Poetry for Students for all of your research needs.
The Wuffle is the tale of an imaginary creature that is until now unknown to the world, even the creatures of the forest in which he lives. This first tale of the Wuffle tells of his discovery by a little bunny that will
become his friend. The creatures of the forest learn of his existence and the Wuffle is forced to deal with their awareness and overcome his fear of going out into the world.This dual language
English/Simplified Chinese version of The Wuffle is intended to be a tool for students studying English as a second language.
The most accessible approach yet to children's literature and narrative theory,Telling Children's Storiesis a comprehensive collection of never-before-published essays by an international slate of scholars that
offers a broad yet in-depth assessment of narrative strategies unique to children's literature. The volume is divided into four interrelated sections: "Genre Templates and Transformations," "Approaches to the
Picture Book," "Narrators and Implied Readers," and "Narrative Time." Mike Cadden's introduction considers the links between the various essays and topics, as well as their connections with such issues as
metafiction, narrative ethics, focalization, and plotting. Ranging in focus from picture books to novels such asTo Kill a Mockingbird, from detective fiction for children to historical tales, from new works such as
the Lemony Snicket series to classics likeTom's Midnight Garden, these essays explore notions of montage and metaphor, perspective and subjectivity, identification and time. Together, they comprise a
resource that will interest and instruct scholars of narrative theory and children's literature, and that will become critically important to the understanding and development of both fields.
Can bubblegum stick a family together? A young boy wanted to blow the biggest bubble ever. It turned out he blew a bubble elephant-a pink bubblegum elephant! Wow! The only problem was, what would he
do with such a huge pet? The grown-ups didn't want the pink elephant, and there was no place for him at the zoo or the circus. The fire station didn't want him either. Even the ballet studio said no. But when a
family works as a team, miracles can happen! Let your kids enjoy funny adventures and learn important life lesson! The book teaches them the value of helping others, self-confidence, and persistence! If you
enjoy this book, I would appreciate it very much if you could spend a few minutes writing a review. It will help me continue with what I consider my life's goal: creating interesting and useful books for children.
**Get your FREE GIFT inside **
Presents a history of the ancient world, from 6000 B.C. to 400 A.D.

Presents various myths and legends about dragons and discusses dragon lore from around the world.
Presents the history, geography, government, economy, people, and social life and customs of Vietnam.
CHBiographies
Meet creatures big and small, ferce and meek, clever and silly through 17 delightful folktales chosen from around Asia. Travel through forest, rivers, fields, and gardens as you
discover the wit and wisdom these creatures reveal. [Mizan, Noura Books, Fiksi, Fairy Tales, Buku Anak, Cerita Anak, Dongeng]
Voices from those who lived through the largest environmental catastrophe in American history. From 1931 to 1940, a combination of drought and soil erosion destroyed the
fragile ecology and economy of the Great Plains. Evocative illustrations accompany poignant testimonies, including those of a farmer's wife, a banker, and a child who had never
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seen rain, to provide an emotionally charged account.
This text places action methods in a theoretical, technical and political framework and documents examples of good practice. Discussion of the application of action methods to
work with young people focuses on differing issues and populations.
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